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Part
I.

I

Introduction.
A.

Choice or thesis topic.

The summer of 1947

I

was empioyei as a fire suppression

foreman on the Upper Lake Ranger District, Mendocino National
Forest.
an.

My job gave me many opportunities to meet private

public groups who were interested, in multiple forest uses.

The large burned over areas

ment,

are-s-e

I

observed, which were very prom-

aroused my interests to the extent of investiga-

tion as to their causes.

My preliminary investigation on

causes of fires gave startling findings; with only few exceptions, all burns over 10 acres were from incendiary sets.
My mental analysis gave rise to numerous questions. were

these burned-over incendiary fires the cause of pyromania, or
the result of actions taken by people

tive in mind?

wtio

had a definite mo-

If these fires were not from pyromania actions

why were they set?

Were numerous incendiary fires an annual

occurance or just a spasmodic happening?

What is the Forest

service doing to prevent such vast annual incendiarism, if it
loes occur?

The cost

sands of dollars?

tions

I

suppression must run into the thou-

of'

These are only a cross section of the

ques-

thought of at that time.

Possibly more could be revealed if factual fire records
were studied in detail,

and if conversations were made with

the local inhabitants, or

ment of the forest lands.

outline of the attack

cendiary fire history.

I

thepeoointered.
At this stage,

I

as to manage-

made a detailed

would use to answer questions on inFire season advanced, as in most dis-

2

tricts, to the days of high fire danger ratings.

Incendia-

rism was no longer past history
The grandeur and the awfulness of a great range and forest fire which occurred last Autumn in the Upper Lake Ranger

District left an impression on my mind never to be forgotten.
As seen from the summit of a hill the sight surpassed even

the stately beauty of virgin forests of pine, cedar, and fir.
The whole landscape, as far as the eye could reach, was covered with a white sea of smoke clouds.

The atmosphere had taken

on a golden yellow hue, and in the heavens appeared the pale

outline of the sun.

One moment the angry flames were carried.

high above the uppermost branches of the mammoth trees; the
next moment ail was hidden by the ever-forming clouds of smoke.

When the smoke

had.

subsided sufficiently to allow the first

hazy view of the land, what a panorama of ruin to behold

The

transformation that had beenaffected. in a few hours was so
complete that nature would require centuries to recover her
lost splendor.

This is the price pali, for an incendiary-set

fire.
II.

Specific problem - Incendiary caused fires on the Upper
Lake Ranger District.
A.

Fire record. chart.

The data used are figures taken directly from the fire

atlas in the Supervisors office of the Mendocino National Forest, located at Willows, California.
B.

Summary fire chart.

The summary fire chart is a verification of the acute in-

cendiary problem.
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124.

SCHUYL1R FIRE 1947
(Incendiary cause)

1. Cause:

Incendiary

2. Date started:

September 12, 1947)
(-

3.

Date Suppressed:

4. Material Burned.:

5.

Equipment Used:

lo days

September 22, 1947)
Brush, Timber, Buildings, Fence,
Wildlife.

and.

Cats, (1) Helicopter, (5) Horses,
Spotting Aircraft, (6) Pumpers, (3)
Sets of Power Saws.
(6)
(1)

6. Personnel:

635 Men-- (Winos, Convicts, AAF Soldiers,
Cooperatcrs, U. S.F .s.)

7. Fire Loss:

Suppression cost
Property damage

1OO,OOO
34,500 (7 Buildings
& Fence lines)

Valuation of timber losses.
Live value

8/M

Dead value

5/M

Loss between dead and
live timber values.

Timber loss
Total

430,OOO
(closest M4)
135,000
(closest M)
295 .000

95,Q0O (53.72 mill bd.ft.)
43O,000 (closest M*)

Plus

INTANGIBLE VALUES

Data obtained from the Forest Supervisor's Office, Mendocino National Forest.
Figure

i)+
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III.

Objectives.
A.

Prevention of promiscuous uncontrolled fires by coop-

eration with land owners in clearing lands suitable for range
purposes by the use of controlled fires.
B.

Prevention of carelessly and intentionally caused

fires by cooperation with local people, organizations, and
schools in conducting an educational and control burning program.
C.

Reduction of the annual expenditures used in sup-

pressing incendiary fires.

Part II.
I.

General picture and location.
A.

Mendocino National Forest.

The Mendocino National Forest extende for seventy miles

along the summit of the Coast Rance, from the 4ad River-e1

River divide on the north to Barlett Mountain in the south,
and embraces portions of Trinity, Tehama,

and Mendocino counties.

lenn, Colusa,

Lake,

The eastern and southern portions of

the forest drain into the Sacramento River; the western portion includes the headwaters of the middle and south forks of
Eel River which flows into the Pacific Ocean.

the forest is l,O62,75 acres,

'of

The area of

which 829,830 acres are

ov-

ernment land and 22,545 acres are private land.
The Mendocino National Forest is in the charge of a forest supervisor who has his headquarters at Alder Springs,

Glenn County, from Jun

1

to October 15, and in the Federal

Building at Willows, California during the rest of the year.
The forest is divided into four ranger districts, each in

char6e of a district ranger stationed in or near the towns of
Paskenta, Stonyford, Upper Lake, and Covelo, respectively. Luring the summer fire season a force of forest guards is sta-

tioned throughout the forest.
B.

Upper Lake Ranger District.

The Upper Lake Ranger District is situated in the south-

western portion of the Mendocino National Forest, extending
approximately thirty-five miles northwestward from Clear Lake.
This district lies within

trie

fifteen-mile drainage area be-

tween the Coast Range and Mid1e Mountain summits.
of the district

is 282,15? Acres,

The aree

of which 203,229 acres are

government land and 78,930 acres are privqte 1nd.
The Iower elevations of the district are covered with

öense stands of chemiso brush, with here and there open areas
of grass land,

locally known as glades.

The chamiso type ex-

tends to an elevation or from 3,500 to L,000 feet.

this are exel1ent stands of pine and fir.

Above

Some or the high-

er elevations are rather open, with extensive areas of scrub

white oak which are characteristic of this region.
summit of

t!-ie

The main

Coast Range averages 5,000 feet in altitude.

There are many peaks over 6,000 feet, and the highest peak in
the district is Hull Mountain,

6,95L

The climate of the north Coast

feet.

Rane

is

somewhat warmer

than that or the High Sierra, but the summer nights are

fortably cool.

corn-

In the western Dortion of the district the

heat of the day is often tempered by winds from the Pacific.

Occasionally there are fogs.

There are fewer electrical

storms

here than in the frther north districts.
C.

Main routes or travel.

The Upper Lake Ranger District is reac.ed from the Pacific

Highway 99W in the Sacramento Va1Iey, by roads leading west
from Williams and Maxwell; the district is reached from the

Redwood Highway 101, over roads leading east trom Haoland and
Uki,h.

A forest

highway,

open throughout the year, crosses

the south end of the district over Bartlett Mountain.

It

leaves

the Ukiah-Tahoe State Highway north or Lucerne and crossing

j-3

Bartlett Mountain at an elevation of 4,000 feet connects with
the State Highway again west of Williams on the western edge
of the Sacramento Valley.

from

wMch

This is a very picturesque route

may be had wonderful views of the surrounding moun-

tains and of Clear Lake, a magnificent body of water exceeding
75 square miles in area.

Gravelly Valley and Lake Pillsbury

are accessible by roads from Upper Lake and Potter Valley. The
road from Upper Lake, over Elk Mountain, passes through a fine
stand of timber.

Several other roads extend into the district,

with heavy grades, namely: the Ivory Mill Road from Elk Creek
to Bear Creek via Sheetiron Mountain, and the Twin Valleys

Road from Bartlett Springs.
II.

Specific vegetative types in the Upper Lake Ranger Dis-

trict.
The hard brush areas, although composed of many species,

are dominated for the most part by three genera of plants,

popularly called chamise, manzanita and ceanothus.

Chamise

is the most common and abundant, occurring to some extent in

most of the brush areas.

Ceanothus and manzanita are also

found in most of the brush areas but are composed of many spe-

cies which are extremely woody.

They vary from

in height and are called "hard brush".

sprouting and nonsprouting.

2

to 15 feet

There are two kinds,

Other important plants composing

the hard. chaparral are oaks, maples, mahogany, hazel, buckeye,
poison oak, tayon, sumac, yerba santa, ribbonwood, choke cherry and several others, notably in the rose family.

Soft chap-

arral is commonly found as an understory in the forests.

It

19
is composed of such species as ninebark, creambush, Califor-

nia huckleberry, common snowberry, thimbleberry

and.

wild cur-

rant.
The valley side

of'

the district is dominated. by chainise;

whereas the coastal side of the district range supports mostly mixed charnise-chaparral.

Dominant Chaparral Species
Sprout ing

(44)

Non -sprouti ng

California Scrub Oak

Common ïianzanita

Chamise

Hoary Manzanita

astwood Manzanita

Stanford Manzanita

Interior Live Oak

Wedgeleaf Ceanothus

Leather Oak

Whiteleaf Ceanothus

Western Mountain Mahogany
A.

The Charnise type.

Where chamise adjoins timberland, it

is found in pure stands and

with a mixture of other species

such as greenleaf and whiteleaf manzanita, wed.geleaf ceanothus

and scrub oak.

This type

found all along the West side and

is

covers a wide belt from the woodland oak type in the lower

foothills to the lower timberline.

Chamise invariably occupies

the poorer-grade soils, often being the only species present.
It seems to invade woodland

-

grass types in a few places

where the soil is impaired and grass cover is thinned..
Chamise is not, as gnera1ly accepted., confined. to rocky,
sterile or poor, shallow, gravelly soils, but is found. intermingled. with other broad leaved shrubs on various soils where

20

the general appearane of the shrubs show fair to good growing conditions.

The pure chamise type is usually composed of

an open stand of low brush;

large openings with bare soil

dominate; mixed brush stands of Scrub-oak, Manzanita,
thus species, usually

ori

pre-

Ceano-

north slopes, is denser and more

vig-

orous.
B.

The ihiteleaf Manzanita

-

Blue Oak type occurs in the

lower foothills below the chamise.
tered. and limited,

Its distribution is scat-

but further north covers extensive areas.

It consists of Wriiteleaf Manzanita, Wedgeleaf Ceanothus and

Live Oak.
III.

Specific weather of Upper Lake Ranger District.

A.

The foothills and valley are characterized by rains which

corne

late in the fall,

in winter, and in early spring.

The

winter temperatures are mild, and the summers hot and dry.
Eighty percent or more of the yearly precipitation of the valleys and foothills occurs during the winter and spring seasons.
B.

Seasonal precipitation at Upper Lake Ranger Station.

levation

Month

1,343 feet

Length of Record

41 years

Av. Seasonal

29.95

Inches

Month

Inches

July

.02

January

7.00

August

.03

February

5.14

September

.43

March

3.98

October

1.54

April

1.72

November

3.09

May

1.19

December

5.48

June

.33

21

Data obtained from Hyd.ro1oie aspects of burning brush

and woodland grass ranges in Californa.

Adams, Ewing, Huber-

ty (Jan.l, 1947)

Iv.

Forest uses on Upper Lake Ranger District.
A.

Recreation.

The Upper Lake Ranger District is the best stocked deer

region in California, and is consequently a favorite with
sportsmen.

The deer in this district are the Columbian black-

tail, which abound in the brush as well as in the timber belt.

In the winter the deer congregate in large numbers in the
glades, and at that time, or in early spring, offer exceptional opportunities to those who wish to hunt with a camera. Dur-

ing the hunting season the bucks seek the protection

cover.

of'

denser

The first legal deer hunting season to open is those

counties within the Upper LakeRanger District. All other game
districts open their season 15 days after the opening of the

Upper Lake area, thereby putting extreme hunting pressure in
the Upper Lake Ranger District.

It was estimated, by the

United States Forest Service, that 20,000 persons visited the
district in 1947 in the pursuit of recreation.

Of this number

7,000 were hunters, 3,500 were fishermen, and the remainder
was made up of campers, picnickers, etc.

The hunteP kill was

estimated at 700 black tail deer from a total population of

approximately 9,000 deer.
B.

Grazing.

The grazing in the forest area is used by both cattle
and sheep.

Many animals spend the spring and fall in the low-

22

er coniferous zones, and then move to hlßher coniferous zones,
as the summer progresses.

n11d winter months.

Some areas are grazed. during the

The grazing capacity of the d.istrict is

dependent upon the elevation

and.

openness of the tree cover.

It varies from practically valueless stands of dense trees and

brush to open park and meadow grasslands, some of which can

furnish one animal unit of grazing per

5 or 10

acres.

The

open type of timber stands support an abundant stand of forage
plants, whereas the more protected slopes are vegetated by
dense timber and brush lands and. are of little value to livestock.
rnuòh

The range forage in the district area is generally in

better condition than in the other areas which are pri-

vately owned within the government boundaries.

Unfortunately,

the topography and dense brush areas make uniform stock distri-

button difficult; hence, accessible valley bottoms, hilltops

or mesas, and open level parks or glades are heavily overgrazed.

Sheep and cattle can enter dense stands only with dif-

ficulty; for cattle, especially, chaparral is considered by
local ranchers a starvation ration.

Almost no domestic animal

will choose it for grazing except as a last resort.
The greatest portion of the range, with few exceptions,

has a low carrying capacity, thereby, federal control has 11mited the grazing to 12 permitee grazers who graze approximately
400 head of cattle and approximately 100 sheep.

The high wildlife population, namely, Columbia Blacktail

deer, grazes quite completely the browse and available grasses.

Many deer during the summer leave the higher elevations to
feed on the lower ranges and agricultural lands.

The deer

will stay in the adjoinins brushland adjacent to farm and

range lands during the heat of day, tìen at nihtfa1l the
deer will feed on cultivated field and truck crops, causing

much antaaonistic feeling about their presence.
C.

Sumnier homes and resorts.

The large, nearby, metropolitan areas, such as the Bay

Area of San Francisco, Sacramento, and other large cities in
the valley, provide great numbers of recreationists who have

secured summer homesite leases on the Upper Lake Ranger District.

The Forest Service has laid out these homesite tracts

with the purpose of controlling their distribution, thereby
making a more efficient fire protection plan.
Heavy recreational uses has fostered the development of

numerous private resorts.

These resorts are developed on

private lands, which so characteristically checkerboard the

ownership pattern in the district.
Camping places are numerous along all streams and roads
in the forest.

Four public campgrounds, improved with camp-

ing and sanitary conveniences, have been established.

Also

many other additional camping sites, most of which are without improvements are available.

20,000 recreationists,

in

1947, made use of the district's camping facilities.
D.

Timber interests.

Approximately 67 million feet of timber were cut within
the forest boundary during 1947.
feet were government

Of this total,

12 million

stunipage, 32 million feet private stump-

age logged under government supervision, and 23 million feet

stumpage cut without regard for good forest practice.

i'his

total cut is 245

greater than that of 1946.

within the protective boundaries of the Upper Lake Rang-

er District are five small mill operators.
has been no government stumpage sold.
a 24,000 acre incendiary-set

Up to 1948 there

However, damage from

fire, in 1948, has given logging

bids for a 50 million board feet salvage operation.

The big-

gest portion of the '76,9O acres of privately owned land within the district is of prime importance to lumbering interests.

The number of fires caused, and the areas burned through the

actions of the lumbering interest have been relatively mean-

sequential.
V.

Fire protection on Upper Lake Ranger District.

The district ranger has full responsibility in carrying
out the districts fire plan.

His two assistant rangers and

fire control assistant handle the greatest majority of field
work.

The fire control assistant is in dIrect charge of the

protection and suppression crews.

dudes

The protection system in-

the central forest dispatcher at Alder Sprins, the

Upper Lake Ranger District headquarters at Upper Lake, five
lookouts and four guard stations strategically located throughout the foreeL,

and,

two fire suppression crews.

All suppression work is done either by the two suppres-

sian crews, or lookout fireiren and guards.

The district is

fortunate in having numerous private and public road systems,
thereby,

giving many oportunities for efficient use of water

equipment on the many seasonal fires Lhat occur.
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Part III.

The hazardous conditions existingwhiehmake an extremely

I.

complex fire protection problem are:
A.

The lower elevations of the forest are covered with

dense stands of brush that intermingle and eventually gives
way to the typical valley grasslands.

The brush-grass con-

flagration gives rise to large areas of extremely flashy
types of fuel, which have a high control rating.
The roads leading into the timbered portion of the dis-

B.

trict pass through extensive areas of brushlands.

The

road.

right-of-ways abound with annual forbes, shrubs, and grasses.
Past

records have proven the

as

origin of the greatest percentage of man-caused fires.
C.

The private grass and brush lands adjacent to federal

brush and timber lands are owned by stockmen, whose economic

livelihood depends upon the useable forage production their
lands will yield.

As chaparral type of vegetation matures

the useable forage of the plant that is palatable to the live-

stock decreases.

The forage becomes more fiberous, lower in

protein value, and more lignified, thereby, in many instances,
riot

suitable for livestock consumption.

The burning of a once

nonproductive brush area has in many cases increased the number of animal units carrying capacity.
D.

The farm lands of orchard. growers and truck croppers are

located in such a manner that they inevitably are adjacent

to vast areas of flashy

fue1, such

as grasses, f orbes, and

The adjacent brust-ilands, during daylight hours, ser'e

shrubs.

aa a sanctuary for der; however

during the flours of night-

fall, the deer seek the lush browse and grasses of the culti-

vated areas.
E.

The nomestead laws can be considered a factor in contri-

buting to the scattered ownership pattern within the forest
Several private noldings are owned or leased

protective area.

by individuals who depend upon the deer hunters for their

entire livelihood.

These professional camps must make their

earnings for the entire year in the 15-day open deer season.

Brush lands have grown so dense it is practically imDossible
for hunters to manipulate about the brush area.

Also tne

browse within these dense brush areas is so fibrons

nified

tlm.t

many

der

seek more palatable forage

and

hg-

ares which

might be upon competitor's holding.
F.

The majority or the people owning lands adjacent to Por-

est Service

boundries have antagonistic feelings,

in fact,

havehad this feeling for many years, regarding the management of the federal brushlands.

The antagonistic feelings are

so deeply rooted within the local people that the attitudes

have now turned into a complex - a burning complex!
II,

What the Forest Service has done to lower incendiarism.
A.

Educational program.

The district ranger has made, and is still making,

special eforte to present a fire protection program to the
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younger generation in
the

4'H

clubs,

and.

te

local grade and high school systeme,

the Future Farmers of America by show.ng

fire prevention movies, .by giving personal talks, and by 'cre-

ating conservation projects dealing with plant and animal life.
Fire prevention novelties in the form of buttons, Pins, trinkets, cards, and animated tricks and crtoons have beer. used
in the propaganda program.

only in

te

groups

of'

The program has proven successful

children whose parents are not antago-

nistic toward the Forest Service.

The program has failed

where it was most needed.
Some of the parents will not allow their children to ac-

ceot such an educational propaganda program.

relates to his parents the fire prevention

When the child

program

he might

have seen or heard while at school, the parents will tell the

child stories to the contrary, possibly show him pictures and

point out, fallacies in the Forest Service
ities that exist on their own ranch.

olicy, and actual-

P-arents are the teach-

ers and certainly children of this age believe in their parent's

wisdom.

All that was accomplished by the United States For-

eRt Service fire prevention campaign is now destroyed by the

child's 'oarents.

An active prevention program for adults is of cardinal
importance.

It has been introduced into t

ie

Stockmen Associa-

tion, The Farm Bureau Organization, Grange program, Sporting

and Conservation meetings, and other local adult gatherings.
To date, however, it has not been accepted by those whom the

program was intended for.
The gtockmefl

want their lands burned over, believing
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that the range carrying capacity will be increased.

The

hunting camps want thick brush lands removed by fire, thereby creating an open clearing that has a high forage prefer-

ance to deer.

The orcharder and truck cropper believe if

the brush on the upper slopes were burned it would provide

good deer browse and thereby lower the grazing and browsing of

deer in their cultivated fields.

It is these interest groups

who want the brush lands burned.

An owner can burn his own brush lands under the State

Forestry Division burning plan.

However, he must sign a con-

tract that holds him liable for any damage that fire may do
to his neighbor or United. States Forest Service property.

should the rancher sign such a contract?

Why

hy not uèe the in-

cendiary plan, since no one is liable for damages done unless
he can be proven guilty of setting the firet
B.

Law enforcement.

The Ranger's first duty is to prevent the occurence of

those man-caused fires which, by a proper education of the
people, may be avoided.

The primary responsibility for enforc-

ing fire laws has been placed upon forest officers.

It is as

vital a part of an efficient administration to see that fire

prevention and criminal provision of the fire laws are enforced
and that those guilty of starting fires are required to pay the
penalty, as Itisto see that burnthg fires are.extinquished.: The
policy of the Upper Lake Ranger District, in fact, has been the
more activity in law

enforcement, the less trouble with fires.

Special law enforcement agents of the Forest Service work
in close coordination with the district ranger in fostering an

active law enforcement program.

Nothing is more important

than knowledge of what constitutes evidence.

In criminal

cases it is not sufficient to be morally convinced of the

defendant's guilt; it must be proved beyond a reasonable
doubt

Testimony must come first-hand from those knowing the

facts.

As to validity of evidence, the court or jury will be

convinced only by a complete chain.

Hearsay testimony, while

generally inadmissable in court, is valuable in giving leads.
The statement, however, must be signed to be meaningful in
court procedure.
The fire records of Upper Lake Ranger District show no

arrests, for the past 16 years, in incendiary caused fires.

Sixteen years of law enforcement has not
of one incendiarist.

led.

to the arrest

The reduction of incendiary rires through

law enforcement has proven futile.

There has been arrests and

conviction, in numerous casse, where fire had escaped the control of the ctebris burner, or through accidental fires resulting from the rancher or the farmer fires.

In most instances

when the United States Forest Service suppression force arrived
at the scene of the fire the private owner was doing all in his

power to subdue the escaped fire.
It

is this type of cause,

the unintentional, which can

be controlled through educational and law enforcement plan.

The incencliarlst leaves no evidence.

The incendiary sets are

made only by the incendiarist; he is the only one

whd knows

the origin of the fire-- there are no witnesses to his actions.
There seems to be a traditional
lt that

-

cocte

-

honor, if you may call

within the group of people who have antagonistic

attitudes toward the United States Forest Service.
It seems high time for those whose fear of fire amounts

to no less than panic to pause for a moment and analyze their

This panic has resulted

methods of control and prevention.

in an extreme policy which considers fire as strictly a de-

structive agent and refuses to recognize its possibilities

for constructive purposes.

Under this narrow policy the

pre-

vention of all fire, at any cost, becomes tue primary purpose
to be served.

All other uses of the land must be subordinated

to fire prevention.

We must realize that, assuming the most

effective prevention imaginable involving the complete removal
of livestock, closing of the areas to hunting, fishing, and

recreation, and all other human uses, natural causes still re-

main to start unpreventabe fires.

The encouragement of the

growth of brush and the accumulation of debris makes such
fires inevitable and extremely disastrous when they occur.
The Forest Service, without

question, under their pre-

sent management plans are justified in the high expenditures

used for fire suppressions.

However, when 95% of the area

burned each year is of incendiary origin there should be certain alterations and changes in policy which would encourage
a downward trend of incendiary caused fires.
C.

My attitude.

Why not endeavor to comply with the wishes of the property owner and assist by advising and helping him as how best
to handle his range improvement.

I

have assumed the attitude

that where a man owns his own property and pays the taxes
thereon, that he should have the right to handle it in a man-
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ner best suited for his personal advantage, providing it loes
not damage his neighbor or affect the general economic con-

dition of the community wherein he lives.

Therefore, if he

wants to burn, arrangements should be made so he can do it at
the right time under the right conditions.

hy aggravate in-

cendiary mot1vs through the encouragement of the growth of
brush and narrow policy of prevention of all fire, at any
cost.
Control burning is not a single problem but a composite

problem with many complexities.

Successful use of such a plan

will require careful planning in advance.

All phases of for-

estry, wildlife, and range management must be weighed,

care-

fully considered and correlated, if a feasible plan is to resuit.

il

Part IV.
I.

Control burning.
A.

what is control

L1ht

burn1n?

or controlled. burning may be definel as the inten-

tional burnin5 of the forest at intervals, with the objective
of consurnin
ducinE:;

much of the inflammable material and of so re-

the general forest-fire hazard. that accidental fires

will be controlled. with ease and will cause but minimum danage
to merchantable timber or,

if you will, control burning is

the deliberate use of fire on land whereby burning is restrict-

ed to a predetermined area and intensity.
B.

Purpose of control burning.

1.

To promote the public security by eliminating fire

hazards.
2.

To reduce the risk of uncontrolled fires which result
in great annual financial

losses to the people of

the State.
3.

To increase range forage.

4.

To return waste lands into production.

5.

To reduce the danger of incendiarism.

6.

To create good will and better public relations among

the numerous owners who have vast brush areas adja-

cent to Forest Service boundaries.
II.

Reasons that have lead toward. incendiarism.

A.

The state of California, through acts of legislature, has

st

up a policy and prorarn whereby private land owners can

-.. .-

lawfully burn the vegetation on their lands, if permit is

granted to do so by the State Division of Forestry.
These permits in many cases have tended to lower the

incendiarism in many localities.

However, the primary dif-

ficulties of the State burning plan has been namely:
1.

Too often the applicant does not want to spend money

to put in the necessary control lines prior to the burning in

order that fire may be properly confined to the prescribed
limits.
2.

Too often the applicant wants to burn a larger area

than can be reasonably held under control.

Under normal con-

ditions,it is difficult and often impossible to properly control a fire burning more than 300 to 400 acres.
3.

The applicants are often unwilling to

responsibilities and liabilities that are required by law if
their fires escape and do damage to property of another.
An incendiarist doesn't need a permit; he can burn more

brush and doesn't have to sign his name in contract form.

If

the brush problem is bad he'll burn, permit or no permit.

13.

The following chart was developed from my memo notes of

the numerous interviews and chats

I

made while employed as

Forest Guard in the Upper Lake Ranger District of the Mendo-

cmb

National Forest.

dl

-

Memo Notes
Status
Stockmen
#1
#3

#4
#5

Control Burn
l

Yes

#2

No

#3

Yes

#4

Yes

5

Yes

Why control burn?
#1

'10

remove the poisonous

and.

noxiOus

and grasses.
#2

when you do burn, it still takes too many acres
to carry one animal.

#3

Brush too thick for my stock to

et through -

Browse is too hard for good feed.
4

Every burn

I

ever saw gave useable forage and

cleared out the thick, practically impenetrable,
brusa.
5

The range

I

do have is

than my stock.

doing

the deer more good

Burn the brush on the upper-1

slopes and they feed there.

If you're a hunter

you'll always hunt the clearings and recent burnoyere.

:3'

Attitude toward United States Forest Service.
#1

Fair

-

but their attitude toward giving out

grazing permits is damn poor.

All they know

is timber.

#2

They are okay

-

wasn't for them the whole moun-

tain would burn up.
#3

Why don't they burn out their brush patches.

-

They spend money for everything else.
,4

I

don't believe they know what they are doing.

The State burns, why don't they?
#5

They are setting pretty
you can or can't graze

-

when one man can say
too much power

Don't

seem to relaize we are just making it because of
the requirement and power they hold over us.

Would you assist in help for a burning plan?
#1

I'd help

#2

I

lost one barn and two sheds because of one fire

-

and I'd have to be sure they wouldn't burn me

-

but one man couldn't do very much.

out again.

#3

les, if they'd burn my land.

#4

Why not

#5

les, and

its no good the way it is now.

I

believe most of the Association would

if they'd burn out some of their patches.

I

be-

lieve the Association would help out in reseeding
too.

Would there be a better feeling toward the U. S. F. S?
#1

If they can make us more money we're for them.

6

#2

In general

I

believe there would be a better

feeling among the ranchers.
#3

They are nice fellows but got their hands tied
by Washington.

#4
5

It couldn't be any worse.
I

do believe there would be more personal con-

tacta which would give better spirits.
Status
#1

Orchard grower (the two interviewed gave the
same reasons)

#2

Truck crops

(the two interviewed were con-

cerned about deer)
#3

Dairymen

I talked to said the
same thing, only in a different
way)

(the four

Control burn?
,l

les

#2

les

#3

Yes

Why control burn?
#1

Don't let the brush get so thick.

When it does

go and if a west wind blows, it's likely to

burn me out.
#2

Deer get more of my vegetables than San Francisco
-

#3

burn and keep the deer in the hills.

You come out here tonight and shine your
on my alfalfa

-

lihts

if the brush is gone they'll stay

in the hills.

Attitude toward U.S.F.S.
#1

They do okay in putting fires out but sure won't

burn out the brush.
#2

I

pay taxes on my land if

I

want to I'll

burn it, U. S. F. S. or no U. S. F.
#3

S.

The State says burning has proved that more
and better feed will come in, why not make

feed for the deer population?
Would you assist?
#1

I

haven't any brush on my land but if they burn

the slope I'll do my bit.
#2

I

am too busy at that time of the year to be

fihtin
#3

I

fires

-

unless necessary.

believe most of my hired men would like to

see some of that brush cleared out

-

we'll help.

Would there be a better attitude toward U. S. F. S.?
#1

From what the boye say in town
would help.

#2

I

believe it

I

think they do a good job.

They don't bother me

-

but if they can keep the

deer on the hills it would be nice.
#3

The U.

S.

F.

S.

does a fine job

-

but the State

Fish and Game men nose around too much.

C.

Summary of Memo Notes.

Status

Control burn

Attitude toward
U.S.F.S.

Yes

No

Stockmen

4

1

Ranchers

2

Generally poor

Agriculturalists

2

Generally poor

Recreationalists

2

Summer Home
Owners

2*

Good

Resort Owners

3*

Good

Hunters

6

2

21

il

Total

8

Generally poor

Good

Generally good

* Grasses along roadways and heavily fished streams.

Data obtained from personal interviews.

ngsteIB and burners

Some of the biggest

the boys

I

know of are

who operate hunting camps for the people who can

buy their hunting.

It's a legend of the hills that they'd

set a fire, in a minute, when the present burns grow back.

They only have 15 days a year to make their living and they
bar no holds.

All their high-paid. pack trains go to the open

ranges that were results of fire.
Recreationists and summer home owners have high esteem
Some of the resort owners

for United States Forest Service.

would like to see the cheat

grass

birrt

-rAe-

roads andheavi1y fished

el River.

along the edges of the

The Forest Service supFire

pression crews saved two summer homes last fire season.
in the homes were direct results of the occupants.
lhe

Hunters were restricted fromAuse of logging roads this

led toward ill feelings.

However, in all cases the roads

were private and under no control of United States Forest SerMost of the hunters questioned believed brush removal

vice.

would tend toward better deer bags.
D.

&eneral attitudes of some of the residents in this
area

"When

I

was on tne State Board of Forestry we

had,

at

least two occasions when fires broke out in Lake County.

I

believed that we shouldn't spend any money, that we shouldn't
send any men over there.

We didn't do a thing except let a

couple of rangers watch these fires to see that no damage
was lone to farm buildings.

The fire burned,

14 days, and the State never spent one nickel.

I

think it was
All the

live-

stock men and everyone in Northern California were glad. to see

r

The fire was ioing untold thousands of dollars worth of

it.

good. to

everybody in the country."

(42f)

In the past lt has been a common custom to set fires to

brush land during the hottest part of the summer in order tnat
"a good clean burn" could be secured.

In the natural course

of events many of these fires got out of control and burned

over much more territory than was intended by those who set

Much damage to timber stands, improvements, and to see-

them.

nie and recreational values was done,

but the average resident

of the region frequently adopts a complacent attitude about

such damage and usually dismisses the subject with the signif

leant remark, "Anyway,

the fires are doing more good than

harm."
E.

Summary of control burning.

Due to the encroachment of brush, many thousands of
acres of land which were formerly capable of carrying large

numbers of grazing livestock have been rendered practically

useless for this purpose.

Owners of these lands nevertheless

pay taxes and endeavor to earn a livelihood.

Furthermore,

this brush utilizes large amounts of water which would other-

wise
-th

percolate down through the soils and streams to be

used.

t.

byirrigationlst In the valley floors.

A proper cooperative

program for the control burning of this brush would enable
owners of this land to utilize it for grazing purposes

and.

ease valley grazing deer and thereby increase their income.
III.

I

have devoted much time and effort toward securing

bibliographies, testimonials,

ana.

interviews pertinent and

relative to the overall subject matter of burning.

A.

The Natural Plant Cover.

"The original vegetation of any portion of the earth's

surface is in approximate balance with the soil, weather, and

biological factors."

(43)
if properly interpreted can be

"Vegetation, therefore,

used as an indicator of the climatic conditions under which
it was produced, of the soil on which it grew, and of the prac-

tices of grazing or other use to which it has been subjected.
It is of value in the rapid classification of land as to cli-

conditions, soil types,

rnatic

soil texture, soil chamical corn-

position, the value of soil for crop production under natural

rainfall or under irrigation, the value of land for grazing

with domestic stock or wild animals, and the value for wild
life food production.

It may also indicate the amount of over-

use to which vegetation has been subjected, the kind of animal

responsible for this overuse, and the degree of destruction
of the soil profile on which the vegetation is growing."

(43)

Summary.
1. Vegetation of the earths

surface is in approximate balance

with soil, weather, and biological factors.
2.

Vegetatiön
the

can be used as an indicator for determining

biotic, ed.aphic, and climatic conditions of such land

on which it occurs.
B.

The effect of human action.

At the present time man is conscious of his responsibil-

ity as a guardian of natural resources.

This responsibility,

which is becoming more evident each day, has been impressed
upon man by the record of gradual deterioration of natural

resources

'lue

to unwise or wasteful practices.

Within a

generation great areas of forest have disappeared, great areas
of grazing lands have lost their perennial cover, the top soils

have been lost from agricAltural lands, prothctive rivers
lakes are almost barren of

wild,

and.

life, and nonrenewable re-

sources have been lavishly exploited.

There is abundant evi-

dence in history to show that man has moved into productive

and often forested. regions and has had to leave them later as
semidesert and nonproductive lands.
Summary.
1.

Man has realized the vast exploitations of natural resources

and.

C. Naturas

has assumed. the responsibility of guardian.

method.

In nature there is continual striving to

highest type of plant cover which can be attained under a

given soil and climate.

Throughout the world the climate de-

termines the nature of this climax.

A climax is the fully

developed community in adjustment to soil, climate and biological factors, and a succession involves all the changes throu
which an originally bare or a denuded. areâ passes in arriving at a climax stage.

(51)

"A knowledge of the natural trends

of succession enables the man who manages wild land to work

with nature to bring about desired results.

Artificial re-

seeding or planting for soil protection, improving grazing or
timber production, for increasing the conditions favoraole to
men or wildlife should not be undertaken on wild land (land
that is not intended to be cultivated or disturbed) without a

clear perception of the natural succession on the area.

To

-

change this or reverse it means, continued expense

probability ultimate failure.

and,

-j

in all

Often the reestablishment of

the natural grass, brush or forest cover is delayed. in propor-

tion as a temporary success issecured. by the use of the introj,ueed species."

(43)

The climax type, however, ie not always useful to man who

often tries to throw back the succession to an earJy stage
which better suits his present needs. We can always throw back
the succession to an earlier stage, usually a dryer, more de-

sert stage.

See as examples redwoods thrown back to brush,

and in extreme cases to an early weed grass stage and on some
of the Bald Hills to moss and soil lithens; the perennial

bunch grasses of the Pacific grasslands to

wild.

oats and bromes

and sitrilar annuals; southeastern hard woods to pinelands; the
white pine forest of the Lake States to Jack Pine or even low-

er to ericacious brush.
The changes in plant cover which tend toward dessication

are both natural

and.

man induced.

Cultivation is so important

an adjunct to production and civilization that it is almost

everywhere accepted as the highest use of land for plant production.

It has reduced much of the worlds deciduous

and many of the great grassland areas to crop land.

forests
On wild

land, however, two other processes, one necessary and one

ten totally unnecessary, grazing and fire, have swung the

vegetation to dryer types.

(4)

Summary:
1.

Climate determines nature of climax.

of-

1

2.

Chans

in plant cover which tend toward dessication are

both natural and man induced.
tiMother nature" her 'nay is nay'

her 'yea is yea'
Iv.

and,

and

she pardons no one."

The effect.of fire on vegetation.
A.

Natural factor.

Fire in vegetation was undoubtedly a factor long before

man had appeared on the earth.

Many of the species

ot'

plants

must have been influenced by fire for hundreds of thousands
of years to have so firmly fixed the physiological character-

istics that they are now dependent upon fire for their con-

Many fires are caused by lihtnin

tinuance on earth.

and.

there is no reason to suppose that this condition did not prevail long before man appeared upon the earth.

From the ear-

liest times fire has been a factor in the distribution of

natural vegetation.

Whenever vegetation was subjected to a

hot drought period or even to a cold drought period, the

station has been greatly modified by recurrent fires.
B.

veg-

(44)

Human factor.

Man's control over natural forces began with a partial

control of fire.

He soon began to use fire to warm his caves,

to cook his food, to drive game from hiding and to clear land

for cultivation.

Civilized man appeared late in the states ôf

use of fire by man.
benefits.

Primitive man looked only to present

But civilized man will not accept the natural con-

flagration as a necessary part of his planned. use of resources
or practices of primitive man as necessarily safe guides to

present day practices.
The fact that primitive man used. fire to aid his huntin6

or to improve his pasturae proves little as to its desirability in present day practices.

It does, however, aid us to

explain the conditions we now find

and,

the distribution of for-

est and grasslands.
In California a careful survey of the vegetation cover

has been made.

"The survey of the present vegetation cover

not only supplies information on such but also discloses that
in many localities its character has been profoundly changed

since the advent of the whiteinan.

The most striking

and,

sig-

nificant of such changes are those representing a progressive
deterioration from higher

and.

more valuable to lower and less

valuable types of vegeLation as a result of such land abuse
as destructive logging, accidental and willful summer fires,

the practice of annual burning in many foothill

localities and excessive grazing.

and.

mountain

As a consequence of such

treatment, there have been extensive replacements of commer-

cial timber stands by woodland, chaparral, or sagebrush; of

big-cone spruce and coulter pine by chaparral or woodland; of
pinon by chaparral;

of'

grasslands by chaparral or sagebrush;

of chaparral by sagebrush."

(61)

"The forests have been most susceptible in the lower

um-

its of the timber belt, since at best it must struggle sever-

ly to maintain itself along this transition zone in competi-

tion with the more draught resisting plants.

It is therefore

not surprising to find that at these lower limits the forest

'rU

itself has been pushed back." (45)
In Northern California "Chaparral beine rather an elas-

tic term,

ft may be stated. that it

is usei. generally

north to lescribe dense brush of any

and.

.n

the

all species grow1n

on land once under forest cover and capable of supportiri
est growth.

for-

Thin brush alone or under scattered timber, as

found in canyons or In low elevations where aridity or scanty
soil prevents better growth is not considered as true chaparFire, either with or without the aid of lumbering is

ral?

directly responsible for all chaparral, the usual sequence beIng a forest denuded by fire, and replaced by chaparral."

(49)

"Chaparral proper is found only where the forest has been

destroyed by fire.

Where the most Intensive and destructive

burns have occurred is where the typical chaparral occurs." (24)
"It is necessary, for two reasons, to make a distinction

between the true chaparral and the mock chaparral.

In Cali-

fornia chaparral holds complete possession of its domain, neither gaining on nor giving way to conifers or large deciduous
trees.

In parts of the state the several chaparral species

have generally taken possession of logged, burned, or otherwise denuded forest areas.

fore temporary.

Their

hold.

upon the soil is there-

They were preceded by a forest and will in

time give way to a new one if external interferences cease."

"Subclimaxes due wnolly or partly to the activities of
man are numerous.
arid

grazing.

Conspicuous causes are burning, clearing,

These produce subclirnaxes In a particular area

by disturbances and destruction of the community.

OEraseland

areas are produced the world over to a result of burning and

grazing combined, and they persist just as long as burning
recurs.

Woodland is frequently reduced to scrub by fire,

and the scrub often persists wherever repeated fires occur.
Even when fires cease with the settlement of a region, grass-

land and scrub subclimaxes persist for a long time because of
the more or less complete removal of the forest."

()

"The chaparral may be defined as a scrub community, dom-

mate

by many species belonging to genera unrelated taxonomi-

cally, but of a single constant ecological type, the most

im-

portant features of which are the root system, extensive in

proportion to the size of the plant, the dense rigid branching, and preeminently the leaf, which is small, thick, heavily
(6)

"Two classes of secondary successions may be distinguished.

-

those after occassional burning or clearing (where the

basal portions of the shrubs are left to sprout) and those

after thorough destruction of the original vegetation, either,
by grubbing out of the underground parts or by burning at very

frequent intervals.

In the first case the succession is a

short one, bringing a return practically to the original state
in a very few years.

Most of the species sprout rapidly from

the stump, and the new shoots grow with astonishing rapidity,
even in the driest part of the dry season.

ith the first

rains, seeds which have blown in or lain dormant germinate in

enormous number and great variety.

Ceanothi of several species,

when present in large numbers, seem to be indicators of recent

4C

disturbances."

(6)

"Chamiso Adenostoma Fasciculatum, often ca11e.1 Chamise
and

reasewooi,

Is an evergreen,

somewhat resinous, mostly

spreading shrub two to ten feet high or occassionally higher,

having small fascicled lea
is

It

one of the most common and characteristic chaparral species

of California.
is

and small white flowers.

s,

It quickly invades and occupies burns, and it

possible that its present abundance is due in large measure

to this fact.

Chamiso is especially characteristic on long

steep slopes where it fcrms a chamisal, or dense impenetrable

thicket." (lo)
"In experiments on the effect of high temperatures on seeds

of chaparral plants such as Adenostama and Ceanothus, it was

found that they were not killed by high temperature.

This

may partially account for the aggressive invasion of shrubby

plants on burns and the formation of typical brush fields as
a result of forest fires."

(62)

"Stands of nonsprouting species are killed when heavily

burned or when chopped, but fields composed of sprouting species send up new shoots from crowns or rootetocks when burned.
or cut back.

The root crowns of chamise, like those of some

sprouting species of Manzanita, are distinctively swollen,

en-

large with age, and develop rapidly but irregularly after a
fire."

(40)

Summary:
1.

As a natural factor, fire
-

-

long before man made his debut

has greatly influenced and modified physiological charac-

teristics of natural vegetive types of growth.

2.

Man, wilfully or accidentally, through

iproper uses

of

fire, logging and grazing, has profoundly changed the veg-

etation cover, in which changes represent a proressive

deterioration.
3.

Under semi-arid conditions within Its altitudinal range,
chaparral will regenerate from seeds or root stocks after
fire, and also quickly invade and occupy forested area that

has been burned over.
V.

Effects of the removal of the vegetation cover by fire.
A.

On climate.

Gentlemen, this undoubtedly is a quesUon and matter of
great doubt, and has been for a long time.

Living green plants

do transpire and present a moist surface which can be readily

evaporated.

In changing water to vapor absorbs heat equiva-

lent to the latent heat of steam (536°c per gramme).

(4)

Would

not the surface of the earth be appreciably cooled by this pro-

cess?
I

will present some excerps from writings by the follow-

ing authorities.

That rainfall is Increased by forest has

been affirmed and denied.

"Any local modification of tempera-

ture and humidity caused by the presence or absence of forest

covering could not extend upward more than a few hundred feet."
(29)

"There is, however, abundant evidence of the deteriora-

tion of land due to the removal of the plant cover." (28)
"After careful review of the data available, we are of
the opinion that at various times and in different countries,

5o

a1toether too much erelence has been placed in the
influences of forest in increas1n

supposed.

the total rainfall of a

We can find no reliable evidence to this effect

country.

and would point out that the topographical features of a

country exercise a far greater influence upon precipitation
than can be exerted by forest alone, however vast.

On the

other hand there is evidence to show that forests have some
influence upon the local distribution of rainfall, by lowerIng the temperature of moist-laden winds and in other ways,
and we affirm that from this viewpoint a judicious distribu-

tion of forests throughout a country is highly beneficial."
(53)

"Studies of atmospheric moisture relations reveal that

absolute amount of water vapor In the air has no immediate
relation to the quantity of rainfall a region may receive.
In fact, it is frecuently found that a small concentration of

water vapor in the lower atmosphere is associated with a greater amount of precipitation."

(18)

"We are limited in our ability to modify the hydrologic

balance; we must take our rainfall as it comes, but we can

influence runoff and evaporation." (19)
Summary:
1. That

rainfall is increased by forest has been affirmed and

denied.
2.

Vegetation has only a local modification of temperature and

humidity and could not extend upward more than a few hundred feet.
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B.

On the soil.

The harmful effects of heating soils have been summarized.

"Both beneficial and harmful compounds were produced by heatIng the soils and were isolated.

This bears out the experience

of previous investìgators with cultural tests.

Cultural tests

in these soils and their extracts showed that the heated soils

gave a poorer plant arowth."

(41)

"The burning of grasslands which lt is desired to ulti-

mately aforest with sai therefore is obiously injurious owing
to the destruction of ali humus and organic debris."

(17)

"Fire reduces to a measureabie extent the coloidal clay

constituents of the surface inch of soll, as measured by sediinentation, and also reduces the organic material as here evinced

by digestion in hydrogen peroxide.

Fire increases the amount

of certain plant nutrients, notably, nitrate nitrogen, as shown

when analyzed in water extract solution." (8)
tiThe

soils subjected to frequent fires were found to be

consistently less acid, and to have higher percentages of
replaceable calcium and total nitrogen..

An indication was

found that these burned soils were also characterized by larger
quantities of organic matter as judged by loss of ignition."
(15)

"Soils subject to frequent fires show a slightly higher

ignition loss due probabl.y to charcoal.

They contain more

replaceable calcium and probably other ash constituents and
are, therefore, slightly less acid.

higher percentage of total nitrogen.

They likewise contain a
No evidence Is at hand
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to indi.cate severe solid deßradation to periodic fires."

(16)

Deterioration of habitat is indicated by the fo11owin:
"Soils organisms

earthworms,

and.

-

notably soil bacteria, fungi, protozoa,

insects

-

in the upper layers, are influenced

directly by the heat of fire, or indirectly by the change in
aerial and soil factors following removal of the vegetation
cover."

(33)

"An experiment on Duke Forest showed an average of 65 per

cent of the animals were recovered from litter, 30% from a

depth of to

2

inches and 5% from a depth of 2 to 5 inches.t'

(32)

"Burning the litter on the Duke Forest reduced the number
of animals to 22.5%."

(31)

"Another important effect of fire is it leaves the soil
surface coated with black,

chred

soil capacity to absorb heat.

debris.

This increases the

At air temperature of 85°F, for

example, at which surface temperature of yellow mineral soil

may rise to 125 degrees or higher, the surface temperature of

black charred soil may rise to 140 degrees or higher."

(44)

From extensive reports of Veihmeyer, "tnere is agreement
that organic matter is effective in retarding runoff."
"In 13,122 measurements,

(55)

of a chaparral site, the ten

burned areas showed universally higher average mechanical

penetrability than the burned areas, the surface of the burnedover soil varying from slightly harder to five times as hard
as unburned soil.

The studies of the physical properties of

soil consistently showed that porosity, mechanical penetra-
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bility, and ability to absorb water were several times greater on areas protected from grazing and fire.

Frequently burn-

over soils were slightly less acid in reaction and total nitrogen, and replaceable calcium were found in greater quantities."
(58)

Test plots in Teharna County on chaparral brushland.s.

"Denudation by burning did not prevent the soil from becoming
wet throughout its full depth as soon as that in the unburned

plots.

In fact, in most cases, the soil was wet earlier in

the season in the burned plots than in the unburned ones. The

interception of rain by the vegetation on the unburned plots
may have been great enough to account for this difference by

preventing the water from reaching the soil-surface.

Water,

however, did get into the soil of the burned plots as the records show and burning did not delay this process in comparison

with the unburned plots.

The soil-moisture records indicate

that the infiltration capacity of the soils on the burned, plots

was not impaired."

(56)

"Soil sampling for the past three years on several paired

test plots in Tehama County have definitely shown that denuda-

tien does not produce undesirable change in the infiltration
capacity of the soil."

(27)

"The study of soil-moisture relations shows such slight

quantitative differences in freshly burned versus unburned

chaparral soils as to be of little ecological or economic
importance.

At depths below about two feet, the soil-moisture

percentage is consistently somewhat higher in recently burned
areas.

As the invading brush reoccupies the soil, the differ-
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ential in soil moisture declines, and is lost in a few seasons

after burning where the characteristically abundant crown
sprouts reclaim the area."

(39)

Summary:
1.

Both beneficial and harmful compounds were produced by

heating soils and were isolated.
2.

The action of small animals has a great effect in meilowing the surface of the soils and this in turn on penetra-

tion of water.

Fire destroys the active animals in the

surface soil and duff.
3.

Fire sterilizes the top soil, destroys microorganisms,

also

humus, litter and the less heat tolerant seeds.
C.

On soil erosion.

"Fire is the outstanding threat to California's watersheds.
All the evidence so far adduced conclusively proves that fire

detrimentally aIfects seepage, surface runoff, and stabi.Lization of the soil." (30)
"When fires denude the sparse vegetation from steep moun-

tain slopes, the flood. intensities increase and added debris
hazaras occur, due to erosion." (11)
On the Sierra Nevada Foothills

"the surface runoff from

the annually burned plots for the nine-year period of the

experiment was equivalent to over 14% of the total precipitation, and was approximately 390 times greater than from undis-

turbed check plots.

This runoff carried away the surface soil

at a rate of more than 113 tons per acre, a soil loss approxirnately 18,000 times greater than that from the undisturbed

-d

plots."

(38)

The rollow1n

exerpts are from areas very comparable to

those of the Mendocino Lake districts.
In the Tehama-Shasta area a number of small plots have

been established to secure information on the effect of brush
removal on water penetration, runoff, and erosion.

The sum-

mary of the findings to date may be stated as follows:

"Soil

sampling for the past three years on the several paired test
plots in Tehaina and Shasta Counties have definitely shown that

denudation does not produce undesirable chance in the infiltration capacity of the soil.

The results from these test plots

also seem to indicate that removal of the vegetation is not

harmful so far as runoff and erosion are concerned." (27)

Brush was cut, piled and burned.
"Measurements of the amounts of runoff and erosion from
plots have been made, but for most of them, these records have
not been obtained for enoußh years to be conclusive.

The Ono

plots have been under observation for a longer period than
the others.

The measurements of runoff and erosion from these

plots for the past four years shows the difference between
burned and unburned plots have not been marked nor have they

been consistently in favor of either one or the other." (56)
"Cow Mountain has been repeatedly burned and the condi-

tion of the slopes shows that there has been a heavy soil lose,
a decrease in amount of forage produced, a

reduction in size

and density of brush growing on such depleted sites, and a

measurable loss in grazing value." (46)
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"Similar study was

Triade

Ofl

a ranch north

of'

Ukiah in

Mendocino County, in a mixed chaparral-woodland. cover on a
silt loam soil of the Mariposa series.
Ing of chamise, poison oak

and.

A full stand. consist-

mairone, various species of

manzanita and ceanothus, and a little herbaceous vegetation,
made up the cover.
for 18 years; but it
year.

Before 1934 the area
had.

had.

not been burned.

been crazed lightly by sheep each

In 1934 a part of the tract used. for

razin5 was burn-

ed, and erosion stakes were then set on comparable slopes on

the burned.
1936,

and.

unburned areas.

!'1easurements were made in 1935,

and 1938, the data show, the soil movement was l4O

ßreat-

er on the burned. than on the unburned area during the f iret

year after burninß, 85% greater the second year, and nearly

70% greater the third year."

(39)

Summary of Field Observations on Burns.

"Of the 34

ranches examined, 29 showed rapid reoccupation of the ori.ginal brush.

On seven of the burns no animals were grazed. be-

cause of the small amount of good forage produced.

of the 34 burns showed only normal or light erosion.

Twenty-two
It is

significant that the average gradiant of these areas was only
about

15.

The tabulated records revealed. that 30 of the burns

had slight or no soil slippage, whereas on four areas soil
slippage had been severe.

Twenty-two burns had little or no

gully erosion, whereas on four burns, soil erosion of a general nature was severe, and on eight burns, soil erosion was

moderate.

The four severely eroded areas

had.

an average slope

of approximately 44%, whereas those classed. as moderately eroded

had an average slope of about 32%."

(4o)

"On one ranch in Lake County a program of controlled

burnin

has been under way for five years.

This is a typical

charnise area with steep slopes and a thin, poor soil.
nated. areas are burned each year, and domestic

seeded in the fresh ash.

At the

end.

Desig-

ryegrass Is

of five years the stand

of ryegrass is still very good, and there has been no appre-

ciable erosion." (40)
"According to the results of experiments conducted by
the University of California under Professor F. J. Velhmeyer,
the burning of brush resulted in the saving of water and at
the same tirre, increased production

oÍ'

forage, furthermore,

runoff and erosion were not greater on the burn plots as

corn-

pared with the unburned plots in the areas where the expertmente were conducted." (9)
Summary:
1.

Of all the man caused erosion, that resulting from fire

has probably been the worst.
2.

It is not possible to separate the effect of fire from the

effect of denudation of vegetation.

However, fire is much

more destructive of certain types of vegetation than of
others.
3.

he combination of types of vegetation, soil, slope and

prevailing climatic factors appear to be the factors controlling the extent and intensity of erosion.
D.

On wildlife.

The effect of burning vegetation on wildlife Is direct
and indirect.

Probably the most important is the indirect
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effect caused by changing the micro-climate and conditions of
the habitat.

As a comparative example the spasmodic floods

of short duration and separated by intervals of extreme low

water, have a deleterious effect upon fish life in infinite
ways.
"More game and other useful wildlife is destroyed by need-

less grass fires turned loose in the spring than by illegal

hunters and poachers during the entire year."

(25)

In California "losses through destruction of game and

other wildlife during the 333 fires which have been reported

throughout the State to June 28th are so great that they can

hardly be estimated, Fred G. Stevenot, Director Of Natural Resources, has informed members of the Governor's Council." (47)

"More than 4,000 quail were lost in southern fires while

between two and three thousand perished in the disastrous lolo
County fire which burned. over 12,000 acres.

Not only did quail

suffer, the director reported, rabbits in considerable numbers
are believed to have been burned as well as many birds and
some deer."

Carcasses of 250 deer which perished in the Schuyler fire
nave been reported from Lake County alone, and it is estimated
that many scores of quail perished in this territory.

Numer-

ous other upland game were killed by smoke and flame.
"It seems very likely that the policy followed by forestry officials of restricting the burning of brush areas had had.

an unfavorable influence upon quail in some foothill regions.
1ith the chaparral vegetation restricted, the native weeds and.

5e

crasses which constitute the chief items of food for quail,
were correspondingly more abundant, whereas at present they

have been lare1y choked out of such areas."

(47)

"A factor requiring attention in the deer problem is the

policy of forestry officials in restricting burning on forest
and chaparral areas.
kuh

According to old time residents in foot-

areas especially, fire was of common and repeated occur-

rence in earlier years.

There were numerous small fires which

ran only short distances and then died out, there being less

accumulation of inflammable material then than now.

It is

reported. that old-time hunters used to set fires on purpose.

These ol'er residents report that under the burning practice

then in vogue the 'brush' was of more open stand and of lower
stature, making

person or

to

ßo anywhere on hillsides which now, since burning is restricted.

are covered with impenetrable growth of dense, tall chapar-

rai.

With the earlier restriction of chaparral herbaceous

vegetation was more plentiful, but since burning has been pro-

hibited herbaceous vegetation and grasses are screened out by
the growth of the chaparral.

Earlier, deer are reported to

have stayed on the chaparral slopes and not to have invaded
cultivated lands, even when the latter were unfenced."

(52)

"A thousand-acre experimental burn on the Lassen National

Forest had the following effect upon wildlife:

1.

Deer left

the area before the fire and returned in increasing numbers

the first year, attracted, no doubt, by new sprouting shrubs,
and increased annual vegetation.

2.

Rabbits, chiefly cotton-

-I

tails, were completely killed out, or the few survivors moved
off immediately after the fire.
3.

Many carcasses were found.

Chipmunks were markedly reduced but not eliminated.

A

breeding nucleus survived at some of the rocky outcrops." (20)
tiThere is a vigorous

sprout growth in some species of

the California chaparral when the plants are killed back to

the ground level by cutting or burning.

This is browsed ea-

gerly by black-tailed deer through a good part of the year.
The deer tend to concentrate on this browse to such an extent

that hunters consider burned or lapped areas of sprouting
If crown sprouts could

brush ideal for bagging their deer.

be produced in sufficient amounts to favor deer populations

on such areas without injury to other values, the economic status of these lands would be enhanced, as much of the region
is clearly submarginal for agriculture purposes.

Succulent

crown sprouts afford higher nutritive values than samples of
the current but older, uncropped growth stages, having at

least twice as much water, minerals and crude protein per unit
of total dry weight, besides a lower calcium: phosphorus

and lower percentages of crude fiber.

ratio,

From the standpoint of

animal nutrition these differences seem to be in favor of the
browsed crown sprouts.

Water is likely the first limiting

factor in normal animal metabolism, so that the moisture content of young sprouts would favor their greater palatability
to deer as compared with more mature plants of chamise or

other chaparral.

During the hot, dry summers in California

chaparral, the succulent sprouts

maybe sought solely because

of their higher moisture content.

Associated with the high
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water content are, however, high levels of both organic
inorganic constituents important in animal nutrition."

and.

(37)

Summary:
1.

Large uncontrolled fires bring a f irey death to garne antmais and birds directly through smoke

and.

flame.

of game birds, for short tinie lack of food.

In case

Both birds

burns, even though they

and game suffer severe

ash.

cape the raging fire.

Indirect effects caused by the

did.

es-

changing of the micro-climate and conditions of the habitat.
2.

Burning brush in small patches is conducive to better

browsing and, thereby, will have a higher carrying capacity
over a short time period.
3.

Succulent sprouts are more nutritious than oLier, harder
brush types.

VI.

ffect of vegetation cover on soil erosion and runoff.

After several centuries of forest management in France,
Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and Italy, the principle is

universally recognized that a complete mantle of forest,
brush, or certain types of herbaceous vegetation produces maximum regulation of runoff and reduces erosion to a negligible
degree.

Vegetative cover is probably the most important factor
of all those influencing erosion.
by man,

or hi

Its removal or alteration

influences, may be placed in four general cate-

gories:
1.

Cultivation and preparation of
ture purposes.

land.

for non-agricul-

2.

Pasturing of stock.

3.

Lumbering and other non-agricultural land-clearing
operations.

#.

Fire.

The following data is also from discussions, letters,

memoranda and manuscripts of men which are recognized in their
respective fields.
"Plants have a three-fold influence as a protection to

the soil against

trie

ciestructive action of running water.

The

stems, leaves, and branches intercept the rainfall before it

touches the soil, thus breaking up the force of its fall and
the resulting pounding action which always takes place on bare

hard surfaces.

Raindrops, therefore, reach the surface of

soil at greatly reduced velocities.

te

Vegetation tends to mini-

mize the concentration of rain water on the surface and its

collection into small streams or riverlets.

The roots of

vegetation hold the soil particles together." (60)
"A 40% vegetation cover as compared to one of 16% reduce

the amount of erosion caused by each 1,000 cubic feet of

run-

off from melted snow by approximately 57% and the average

annual quantity of erosions from summer rains by approximately
54%."( 14)

"When the mountains were denuded of their forests, the
violent autumn storms, with their sudden downpour of rain

scoured off the thin covering of earth from the steep declivities.

The shield of foliage was no longer there to break the

Inpact of the rain; the network of roots no longer held the
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light humus to the slopes."

(42)

On the Colorado Plateau "The destruction and modifica-

tion of the plant cover by over-grazing appear to be the
dominant causes of the recent epicycle of erosion." (1)
"Rodents appear to have been an important factor in con-

tributing to accumulated erosion.

These animals have

par-

tially depleted the vegetation and disturbed the soil over
four-fifths of the area studied.

In addition, their effect

upon erosion has probably been increased by their habits of

concentration on southerly exposures and other areas which
are heavily grazed by livestock."

L36)

"Vegetation, with the accumulation of litter, tends to

retard surface runoff on steep slopes like those of Rickens
Canyon, and its removal may permit a great increase in the

rapidity with which the water passes over the surface of the
ground.

As the capacity of flowing water to carry debris

varies as about the 3.2 power of the velocity if the slope remains the same, the increase in the velocity caused by removal
of the vegetation cover will greatly increase the transporting capacity."

(54)

"The forest is the most efficient element to protect the

surface of the soil."

(21)

"The forast tends to mitigate the small and middle floods
but ita greatest value is in the lessening of erosion, and

preventing or reducing the movement
streams,

of'

material to the small

thereby preserving their water carrying capacities.

The forest in effect is desired priziarily to hold back the
s3il, not the water."

(57)

p,

"The natural, most effective, and most economically main-

tained protection is through vegetation." (7)
"Utilization of the foothill lands by livestock with or
without burning of the vegetation is likely to effect all of
the foregoing objectives to the extent that the soil is
posed in the process.

ex-

There is a considerable literature that

seems to show that the depletion of vegetation and exposure
of bare soil may have detrimental effects in several ways.

Erosion may be accelerated, surface runoff and resulting flood

crests may be increased."

(23)

"From this evidence it was concluded that the formerly

stable plant and soil mantle had been disturbed sufficiently
to change the runoff and erosion relationships on these areas

giving rise to abnormal floods.

Certain watersheds in the

semi-arid west have normally high rates of degradation; that
others have relatively low rates of erosion and runoff due
to the development of a plant and soil mantle, the binding

power and infiltration rates of which are equal to or in excese of the physical forces of degradation; and the accelera-

ted erosion and runoff have been induced on some areas by a

reduction of the normal infiltration-rate and stability of
the soil mantle by deterioration of the plant cover."

(2)

Summary:
It may be said that although forests may have, on the

whole, but little appreciable effect in increasing the rain-

fall and the annual runoff, its economic importance in regulating the flow of streams is beyond computation.

The great in-
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direct value of the forest is the effect which it has on pre-

venting

wind,

and water erosion, thus allowing the

coud

on

hills and mountains to remain where it is formed, and in

other ways providing an adequate absorbing medium at the sources
of the water courses of the country.

It

is the amount of water

that passes into the soil, not the amount of rainfall, that

makes a region garden or desert.
VII.

Controlled and light burning.
A.

Comments and testimonials which emphasize the use of
fire in control burning of oruehiand areas.

tt1

order for it to satisfactorily and economically ac-

complish the specific purpose of reducing the general hazard

which is its main purpose, light burning should meet these
three conditions:

(1)

The amount of inflammable material must

be considerably reduced,;

(2)

the direct money cost of burning

must be kept within reasonable lircits, particularly if frequent burning of an area is found essential to reduce hazard;
(3)

the indirect cost or damage, both in form of merchantable

timber and small trees, must be held to a low percentage of
the total destructable value at stake."

(45)

"It has been demonstrated on relatively few areas that

burning followed by careful handling to ensure revegetation
will result in improved forage conditions.

There are many

other tracts where soil, topographic, climatic, or economic
conditions do not warrant the expense and danger involved."
(5)

"A system of plowed or plow-harrowed fire lanes that
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circle incipient thickets and divide the preserve into small
units that can

e

burned out in winter by light fires of the

"creeping" type in alternate years, or as needed, may be made
to increase, diversify,

and properly distribute the food

sup-

ply, regulate density and extent of thicket and ground cover,

and aid in safeguardin

the nesting by bringing about more

even distribution of nest as well as permitting sterilization

against parasites and disease of limited areas of cover where
birds concentrate." (50)
"Fire has been used for this purpose mainly because it
has been the cheapest means available and was at least im-

mediately effective.

In some cases it has resulted in convert-

ing chaparral to grass.

tending the brush

ara.

ror success or failure.

In others

it has only resulted in ex-

Too little is yet known of the reasons
If fire can be made a good servant

without entailing damages, both public and private, larger
than its benefits, much will have been gained.

The difficulty

with indicririnate broadcast burning is the lack of control.
There is always danger of the fire spreading into areas which
should not be burned, such as those to be 'devoted to forest-

growing or those important for watershed control.

Broadcast

burning has had three-quarters of a century trial, from which
the evidence is clear that it has resulted in a cntinuously

increasing total brush area." (59)
"we must make up our minds that,

for present purposes,

certain classes of locality demand protection from all kinds
of grazing, browsing, and firing, and that certain other classes

-f
ç

we must leave unattended until the more important portions have
been dealt with satisfactorily.

Areas urgently calling for

attention in terms of controlled grazing, browsing and firing
include some of the more important coastal and inland mountain regions, and less important catchment areas generally."
(33)

State Ranger Gum quoted in part, "There seems to be a

sticker in the permit that stops a lot of them; that is the
clause that makes

tlae

land owner responsible for the fire to

the extent of paying the suppression cost should the fire get

beyond his control."
In the North Coast area a considerable more acreage was

burned, about 20 or 25 property owners secured from the ranger

burning permits with whom they arranged for the time of

burn-

ing so that no two fires would be going at the same time.

"Two factors most favorable to burning were that the

animals could graze over most of the area, whereas this was
often not possible before burning.

Perhaps the two most ad-

verse factors noted on the controlled burns examined, on the

other hand, were the temporary nature of the forage produced
and the shortness of the grazing season, which on most of the

areas was only a few weeks in the spring, or from spring into

early summer.

Only on fairly level sites, and on the more

pro-

ductive soils, was tnere measurable success from broadcast
burning."

(40)

"That there are many unsolved problems connected with

brush removal is well known.

Brush can be removed by a number
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of different methods including mechanical means, burn1n

reburninß,

and.

and.

by various combinations of mechanical means,

burning and use of livestock.

No one method will suit all

conditions even in a sinßle community.

The proper procedure

to follow on each ranch will také the combined best jud.ement

of the rancher, the district committee, and the state or

eral forest service.

Because of the difficulties

and.

fed-

dangers

involved, it is important that a well thought out plan be

drawnup for each ranch.
B.

(26)

Results of experiments conducted. in Lake and Mendocino
counties.

"According to the results of experiments conducted by the

University of California under Professor F. J. Veihmeyer, the
burning of brush resulted in the saving of water and, at the
same time, increased production of forage; furthermore,
off

and.

run-

erosion were not greater on the burn plots as compared

with the unburned plots in the area where the experiments were
."

tiOn

the Cow Mountain burn of 1944 there is a vast area

that produced. little or no herbaceous vegetation in 1945 and

very sparse standof low weeds and annual grasses in 1946 with
a very sparse stand of chamise sprouts.

Lowerdown, on what

appears to be somewhat better soil conditions, but still an
almost pure chamise stand, there is a very good. stand of annual

weeds and grasses together with a considerable percentage of

perennials such as stipa."
"In Lake County, but still on east slopes of Cow Mountain

some l92+ and 1945 burns were gone over.
ditions were observed.

Here the same con-

Some areas with same decree of slope

and exposure have a fine stand of herbeceous vegetation while

nearby areas will be almost bare of vegetation and have very
small growth of sprouts."
"On another area in Lake county, but on the Cache Creek

drainage, a fire that burned with great intensity in August,
1945,

cleaned off most of the chamise and left the slopes

practically bare.

At this time (May, 191+6) some of the slope

is still practically bare but with a lot of chamise sprouts,

there is a fair stand of weeds."

(1+8)

one range in Lake County a program of controlled

burning has been underway for five years.

This is a typical

chamise area with steep slopes and a thin, poor soil.

IJesig-

nated areas are burned each year, and domestic rye grass is
seeded in the fresh ash.

At the end of five years the stand

of rye grass is still very good, and there has been no appreci-

able erosion.

Sheep are pastured on this range in June, July,

and September.

They browsethe young sprouts of chamise and

crop the matured rye grass, trampling the grass seed into the
soil.

Although this browsing is materially retarding the

chamise sprouts, the brush may perhaps eventually retake the
land unless it is reburned.

Such ourning will destroy the

grass litter that has improved the soil somewhat.

It is im-

possible to prectict what the end product will be."

(22)

soil sampling for the past three years on several paired test plots in Tehama, Lake, and Shasta Counties have defi-

nitely shown that denudation does not produce und.esirable
change in the infilLration capacity of the soil.

The results

from these test plots also seem to indicate that removal of
the vegetation is not harmful so far as runoff and erosion

are concerned."

(27)

Summary:
The theory or "light burning" is based on three postulates:
(1)

That under racorable circumstances fire will run through

the forest c3nsuming dead, needles and branches but with
no ciamage to living trees.
(2)

That the intensit3

of a rire depends

argely on the amount

of inflammable debris which has accumulated on the ground

since the preceding fire on the same area.
(3)

That complete prevention of fire is impossible.

Part V.
I.

Control burning plan for Upper Lake Ranger District.
A.

A change in Forest Servic oolicy.

The policy of the United. States Forest Service, of many

years standing, has considered fire as strictly a elestructive

aEent

-

an exception would be slash disposal.

efore any

type of control burning plan could be initiated, a policy

change in the Mendocino National Forest must be handed down
through the proper chain of authority.

Control burning will

require additional allotments; thereby it will necessitate
special project funds which must be included in the annual
budget plan.

I

suggest that control burning function under

an experimental project set up.
B.

Burning plans.

All owners adjacent to United States Forest Service

boundaries who want their land burned over will file application with the Federal and State Forestry agencies.

These

applications will be reviewed to determine if it is feasible
to

burn their lands.

The slope of the brush land will be

held of cardinal importance in determining if brush land
should or should not be burned over.

After the applications

have been reviewed, the Forestry agencies will hold a joint
conference with the owner to determine a burning plan.
C.

Consideration of burning applications.

The most successful use of fire requires careful planning
in advance.

The first step is to make sure that the expected

benefits from burning, all economic factors considered, will

,I
i -

more than offset the cost.

The second step is to decide on

the specific area to be burned and to establish adequate

fire breaks which will protect the units that are not to be
burned.

A third measure is to burn, late in the fall, those

areas where fire risk is high, and to start the fire when the
wind and air humidity favor its control.

And, finally, there

must be an experienced crew of adequate size to procure as

clean a burn as possible and to forestall complications.
There are many brush covered areas which should not be
burned.

These include lands tuat are so steep that erosion

would be a serious factor.

There are soils so thin and poor

that to control erosion, the land should remain in brush
cover.

There are brush covered areas which include valuable

stands of timber or grass which should not be burned.

In any

control brush burning program, it is of importance that such
areas are not burned.

I

believe that local Forestry agencies,

farmers, land owners and operators are the best judges of

which areas should be and should not be burned.
D.
It

Considerations for the burning plan.
should be the general policy of stockmen and other

private land owners who desire to burn brush, that after appli-

cation for permit to burn they should in all cases consult
with the State Division of Forestry and the Federal Forest
vice, if adjacent to their boundary,

(1)

plans of burning brush on certain areas,

Ser-

in reference to their
(2)

secure the ap-

proval of both Forestry Agencies for such burning, (3) to do

certain work of clearing trails and fire guards to assure that

such fire when started would not get away and damage neighbors,

work to secure cooperation of several ranchers of

(4)

the same vicinity for a fire burning program,

(5)

lay the

plans for brush burning perhaps a year or two in advance,

(6)

consult State and Federal Forest Agencies as to the proper
time to burn, (7) not burn unless adequate means of protec-

tion were being taken to assure proper supervision and have

State and Federal Agencies supervise the actual work of burning and best use of manpower and equipment,

(8)

consider when

convict crews could be available.

Burning by itself will not solve the problem of increasing forage resources of most brush lands.
by seeding,

It must be followed

cultivation or other constructive management, and

be intelligent and conservative in handling of the grazing
The after-burn plans must be considered as important

animals.

as those factors of the primary plan itself.

The result of

control burning will be entirely dependent, and rest upon,
what management plans are to follow the burning; this cannot
be omitted
E.

A master plan.

After burning plans are determined,

the Forestry Agencies

will make a over-all master burning plan to determine the

order in which the various burning plans will be applied.
This will facilitate a complete coverage of applying burning
plans with orderly advancement.
100 acres

at,

One can not afford to burn

the south end of the district and then have to

come back again to apply a burning plan which may be that of
his neighbors.

i

F.

-

Where to control burn.

Burning should be done in the great intermediate area

of'

brush land which has relatively low range value and secondary
watershed value and no timber value.

In this category there

are several thousands of acres ranging from the poorest of soils
on steep slopes supporting thin stands of chamise to relative-

iy good soils supporting heavy stands of chaparral composed
It is possible

of the various oaks, manzanita, ceanothus, etc.

under proper treatment and range management that a goodly part
of this area may be made to produce greater economic returns
to the livestock industry and the State.
G.

Metod

of burning.

As a rule, a piece of land must be burned over before an

open condition is obtained.

The interval allowed to elapse

between burns varies with the exposure.

In order to get a

clean burn there must be a good growth of herbaceous vegeta-

tion on the ground to carry the fire.

On north and east

slopes it is often difficult, and sometimes impossible, to get

an open condition by burning since the brush grows back so

quickly that herbaceous vegetation is shaded out.

Yet it will

be from six to ten years before the brush is thick enough to

carry a fire sufficiently hot to result in a clean burn.

On

north and east exposures the usual interval between burns is
three years.
On the southern and western exposures, a period of four

years between burns should be the usual rule.

Here the growth

of brush is slower and more herbaceous vegetation can be obtain-

7L.

ed.

which makes possible a cleaner burn than is usually possible

on the north and east exposures.
H.

Personnel to be used in control burning management
plan.

The present Ranger and State Fire Control Assistant of
the United States Forest Service and State Fire Aorkers are

thoroughly acquainted with the burning problems that exist in
their district, and therefore, they should have complete charge
of carrying out the control burning management plans.

Temporary summer personnel of the Upper Lake Ranger District is characteristic to that of most any fire district,
State or federal, where the younger boys on suppression crews

terminate in early fall to resume their schooling.

The ser-

vices of these suppression crews would not be available for
fall burning.

Therefore, another source of manpower will be

necessary for satisfactorily carrying out the fall burning
program.

I

suggest the use of trained convict crews.

The

California State Penal System has trained several groups of
convicts in fire suppression work.

I

have had at onetime,

a fire crew of 20 convicts which were trained in fire 'sup-

pression duties.

These men were very capable and in many

ways, more efficient' fire fighters than the forest service

suppression crews.

The convicts are more experienced in sup-

pression work and are generally more aggressive workers.

Many

convicts are capable of adequately handling pumpers and are

adeptin the techniques associated with handling water equipment and suppression of fires with use of water.

It will be
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these men, under supervision of the District Ranger and State
Fire Warden, who will supplement the available temporary

federal and state employees in control burning of brush lands.
I.

Organization of control burning plan.

The District Ranger and State Fire varden will supervise
the burning plan.

The Assistant Ranger and Fire Control As-

sistant will each have charge of a line construction crew.

The District Ranger will coordinate work done between the

United States Forest Service, the State, and cooperators. Forest Service personnel will construct line building, unless

otherwise practical, only on the boundaries of United States
Forest Service lands.

State

arid,

private interests will pre-

pare and protect the lower fire lines which may be needed for

adequate protection of their lands.
J.

Fire crews and equipment available to Forest Service
and State personnel.

3 - 15 man convict fire crews
2

large cats

(1

U.S. Forest Service

-

1

State)

2

pumpers

(1

U.S. Forest Service

-

i

State)

Hand tools

(U.S. Forest Service and State)

Other fire equipment which may be necessary

(U.S. Forest

Service and State)
Any equipment, power or hand, which private operator may
have will be used.
Any available personnel which private interest may have
will be used.
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K.

Q,uarters and rations.

quarters and rations will be furnished either by the

United States Forest Service(Middle Creek CCC Cainp)or the
State

(Oak Ridße Fire Camp) depending upon the location where

control burning will be applied.

completely self sustaining.

The convict fire crews are

However, their rations will be

supplemented by fresh foods supplied by United States Forest
Service and State Forestry Division.

The total charges for

rations and the inevitable miscellaneous cost will be equally

borne by United States Forest Service and State Forestry Division.

Each agency will bear its own equipment cost.
I

believe, however, through various interpretations, the

entire cost of the burning project, for both Federal and State,
could be handled under the Clark McNary Act, in which case it

would not be entered as a cost to either Federal or State Forestry Agencies.
L.

Estimation of costs that will be encountered in

con-

trol burning.
1.

Subsistence costs.
a.

Camp cost (based on 24-hour day)

The camps to be used will be either the Forest
Service Middle Creek CCC Camp, or the State Forestry
Oak Ridge Fire Camp.

The camp to be used will de-

pend on what location the control burning is applied.
The transportation cost will be greatly lowered if

closest camp is put into use.

Also, the effective

working hours will be increased.

These camps are
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thorouh1y equipped with electric power and have a
good source of useable water.

The only costs en-

countered will be electric power for lights, and
fuel for the water pump and stoves.

Operating Cost for Twenty-four Hour Period.
Electric power

3.5O

Fuel

1.50
5.00

b.

meals per day)

Ration cost (based on

Convict crews are fully self-sustaininß.

How-

it is generally customary to supply them with

ever,

fresh foods to supplement their rations.

The con-

viet unit will have a personnel of 49 convicts and
one State Guard.

There will be three 15 man crews

for the fire line bui1din

Fresh meats and foods will be

operate the camp.
f

iured for

andfour convicts will

50 men at

l.50/3 meals.

These men will

carry a noon lunch.
3

meals / day / man

Total for 50 men

1.50

75.00

The wages of forest service personnel will not
be figured. in as a cost factor.
C.

Equipment costs.

A fire cat will punch out lines at a rate of
I mile an hour.

One-half mile per hour is an approx-

imate figure because in certain topography and veg-

egation

trie

figure will be more or less than

mile

an hour.

One must remember only the relative

mod.er-

ate to lesser slopes will be considered as feasible
for control burning.

Tank pumpers will be used where terrain permits

efficient operation.
Hand fire tools will be supplied by both Forestry Agencies.

Costs of hand tools used. will not

be figured in this appraisal.

Back firing equipment will be the Hauck torch
type.

per
working hr.
(2)

Fire cat
(D8 or D7)

(2)

Pumper

per 8
working hrs.

Ql4.00*

f224 .00

2.00*

40.00
264 .00

Summary Chart for Cost Factors
per men/day

Ration cost
Camp cost

50 men

4l.50

75.00

lo

5 .00

per
working hr.

per

8 hr.

Equipment
2

cats

2

pumpers

Total

;l .60

8O.00

2E.0O

224.00

4.00

32.00

32.Oö

256.00

.

&RND

TOTAL

80.00
336 .00

* Equipment costs are based on the Forest Service equipment

cost rating which includes operator and ciepreciation factor.
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A cat skinner will average approximately 6*

hours operating in building fire breacs during the
e

hour day.
To give an accurate cost of control burñing

per acre or per hour, would be absurd; many vari-

ables come to bear.

The summary chart is just an

approximation and should be

used.

only as such; its

purpose is to formulate a picture of outstanding
cost.
I

believe that all interest groups could be

organized in such a manner which would give pressure for control burning in such magnitude that

funds could be legislated or obtained from the

Clark

cNary fire fund.
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Part VI
I.

Summary.

Control burning is not a single problem but a
posite problem with many complexities.

corn-

To name a few we

find:
1.

Selfish interests seeking special privileges

and services.
2.

Peoole and groups of people wishing to burn

someone eleets land for their own benefit,
:3.

Large numbers of people who are unwilling to

assume resooneibility and obligation that goes with
the privilege of using fire as a tool in their land

management as legally authorized by the California
State Lecislature.
Lj.

People confronted with a "bread and butterU

economy on admittedly poor range lands.
.5.

Lack of sufficient knowlede to make prior de-

termination of the economic benefits from burning
on many soils, slopes,
6.

sites and types.

Lack of knowledge as to best reseeding methods

and species as well as an unwillingness on the part
of many to make the necessary cash outlay.
7.

Lack of a land classification defining the areas

within which control burns may be used profitably.
8.

Inability of the Forestry Agencies to cooperate

on control burns and at the same time cope with

critical wild fire situations.
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II.

Conclusions.
Undoubteó..ly it would be to the advantage of owners

and the public if most of these low value lands could be
given outright to public agencies qualified to administer

them in the public interest.

But there are still many

old-fashioned people in the country who believe that private management and private ownership, whenever possible,
is better than any kind of government control,

no matter

how efficient it may be.
The way to tell how far a toad can jump is to have

him jump and then measure the jump.
more practical

and.

My plea is for a

less theoretical consideration of

problems affecting brush lands of the coastal ranges.

You cannot protect the bruch and conserve the water
water or
in the same area; burn the brush and save the
protect the brush and lose the water.

Water and brush

cannot be conserved in the same area any more than young

ambs

can be conserved in the same field with coyotes.
It is my opinion that this policy will greatly

strenthen the fire protective work of the State and
Federal Service in the North Coast counties in the next
corntwo or three years and should eventualiy result in

plete understanding

and cooperation in the program by

many of those who are now antagonistic to any supervised

program of fire protection.

I

realize that there is

that
some danger of misinterpretation involved and also

and
there is sore likelihood that a few fires may escape
do some damage.

However, proper and adequate protection

and suppression under joint supervision of State and
Federal Agencies would certainly prove less costly than
suppressing incendiary sets in vast brush areas, so
wantingly burned.
I do

believe, however, the real test of the

olicy

will be in the appearance of the country in the region
after a series of years.

Why not make a policy change,

or at least set up a special project jund in the Forest

Service, to aid the local inhabitants in removing their

brush in a managed and organized plan instead of the destructive incendiary sets which have no regard for adiacent ownership?
III.

Recommendations.
A.

That control burning should be adopted by State and

Federal Agencies in certain brush areas which are feasible, thereby reducing the costs in supression of incen-

diary caused fires.
B.

Convict fire crews will be used in control burning.

C.

An Interagency committee comprised of local interest

groups (state, federal, and private), bring to bear a

pressure block in the legislature for advocation of financial aid through the Clark McNary Act.
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